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MONTHLY MEETING:

DATE: FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18, 2016

TIME: 7:30 PM

WHERE: TB COSTAIN/S.C. JOHNSON COMMUNITY CENTER, 16 MORRELL ST. BRANTFORD, ONT.
PROGRAM: HEIDI DAXBERGER : Meteorite Impacts: Projectiles, Impact Craters,

Projectile Remnants & Collecting
“Arriving amid thunderous blasts and flame-streaked skies, meteorites were once thought to be messengers from the
gods.” Maria Golia (2015).

Besides being long sought after collectibles, meteorites are also most important for research
on how the universe and our planet formed. The class of an extraterrestrial projectile
(asteroids, comets, meteors) is determined by size, speed and composition of the respective
extraterrestrial moving body. Effects on impact carter geometry and size, preservation of
remnant material (meteorite) or melting of material, vary based on the angle of incidence
and the type of each extraterrestrial projectile hitting a planets surface. Here in Ontario we
are located close to one of the better preserved and biggest impact craters on Earth, the
Sudbury Impact Structure. As for other impact structures of large extraterrestrial projectiles, the Sudbury crater does not provide any remnant material of the original bolide.
However, other pieces of geological evidence tell the story of an about 10-15 km large asteroid hitting the Earth’s surface about 1.85 billion years ago.
During this talk Heidi will provide background information on the different types of extraterrestrial projectiles,
where they originate, and what research suggests regarding the influences projectile type and angle of incidence
on impact structures and remnants. Furthermore, we will look at meteorites as collectibles and how they are
usually found.

Iceland spar
Iceland spar, formerly known as Iceland crystal, is a transparent variety of CALCITE, or crystallized calcium
carbonate, originally brought from Iceland, and used in demonstrating the polarization of light. It occurs in large
readily cleavable crystals, easily divisible into rhombs, and is remarkable for its double refraction.

Photo listings from front page—Front page top photo: New Members Vlado Bjelis with daughters Alexis & Ariel
(from Dashwood Ont.), present at their first general meeting, hold kumiloom disc as presented by guest
speaker Irene Kadonaga to youngest attending member. Middle: Irene and Carrie hold an obi (a sash for traditional Japanese dress). Middle: Kumihimo examples on gourds. Bottom left: Irene answers questions about
kumihimo posed by members Andrea L. and Ernie E. Bottom right: Don Oliver’s marvelous azurite specimen
on display (also copper and calcite) above on this page) Front Page Far right: Connie B. and Carole C. engrossed in their kumiloom discs.
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2016 GEM AND MINERAL SHOWS and EVENTS
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London Gem and Mineral Show. Agriplex Building, Western Fairgrounds 316 Rectory St.
London Ont. Times— Friday: 4pm-9pm, Sat.: 10-6 (live auction 5pm) Sun.: 10-5 Admission:
Adults $6 Child $3
More than 60 vendors and exhibitors from across Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia will be on hand at the
event, offering up a wide selection of everything from minerals and fossils to jewelry and craft supplies.

OTHER EVENTS
Robert Hall Original Open House Dates: Annual "12 Days of Christmas" Open House: November 17th to
28th, 2016
Hours: Monday to Friday: 9am to 5pm, Saturday: 10am to 4:30pm (closed Sundays) Location:
138 Sugar Maple Road, St George, Ontario For more information, please contact: 519-448-1236 or 1-800360- 2813, Website: www.roberthalloriginals.com
Warehouse Sale: The Gneiss Guy Minerals and Fossils: December 3 & 4 2016 (10-5)
Location: 820 Gartshore St. Unit #19 Fergus, Ont. Contact 519-400-6133 or www.gneissguy.ca

CLUB INFO
December Meeting: Our potluck Christmas Dinner, members sale and silent auction.
Workshop: Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm and Sundays from 12-2pm.
Bob Whiting has noted that our workshop is being well attended. Many thanks to Ernie Edmonds for
opening the workshop for members twice a week. New equipment will be discussed at the next exec.
meeting.
CCFMS: Check Website for show updates. http://www.ccfms.ca
Library: Darren Gage requests that borrowed books be returned to our library.
Donations: Many thanks to Tom and Pat Henderson for donating the lapidary equipment for
our workshop. Also on the gratitude list are Maddie Lavender for tumbling grits and polish, Ed
Storrie and Bill Van Gaal for rock and mineral donations to the workshop. On behalf of the
club many thanks to our generous members. I would also thank Bob and Betty Parry for donating minerals for a Paris library mineral lending kit that I have managed to finally complete.
Four collections (Ontario mineral and world mineral samples of 15 minerals each) will be given
to the library on behalf of the BLMS. Bob O’Donnell has also offered to prepare fossil specimens kits for this same library donation.
Facebook: Andrea Larromana is adding Facebook to our website and link on our
newsletter https://www.facebook.com/groups/916113761832155/
Email Address: brantfordlapclub@live,ca

Truth Be Told
WHAT YOU DO
SPEAKS SO LOUDLY
THAT I CANNOT
HEAR WHAT YOU
SAY.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Phantom Crystals: A Phantom is a crystal or mineral deposit within a crystal.

While
the color of Phantoms will vary from crystal to crystal, depending upon the type of mineral of which they are made, Phantoms look like the “ghost” of a crystal within another
crystal. Phantoms are formed when the growth of a crystal has been interrupted and then
begins to grow again.
MINERAL RIGHTS IN CANADA: By: Staff @ Geology for Investors in Exploration Methods, Lands Management
STAKING YOUR CLAIM
While in most countries individuals may own land, the mineral rights for that land – including the ownership of any
mineral and petroleum wealth below the surface – are generally retained by the government. (The most notable exception to this is the USA where individuals primarily own mineral rights on private land.) In Canada some mineral rights
are privately held, but the vast majority (~90%) are owned by the government. Further, almost 90% of Canada’s total
land mass is government owned “Crown Land”. So while in some jurisdictions, where private land holdings are extensive, the relationship between the landholder and a mining company may require some careful negotiations and the
managing of difficult relationships, companies in Canada are generally working on uninhabited government owned
land. This article deals with process of acquiring mineral rights in the various regions of Canada.
Individuals may prospect on Crown Land, but before any real exploration work can be done, companies or individuals
must first acquire the mineral rights to the property of interest. In Canada, acquiring these rights generally involves
the process of “staking” a claim to particular tract of land. In some jurisdictions the process of staking is literal – individuals must walk the property line and “stake” its perimeter using a defined set of rules. In other jurisdictions the process is virtual and properties are “staked” online using a digital map.
Claim Staking in Canada
Prospectors working in the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, Quebec, Nunavut, New Brunswick and British Columbia require a prospecting licence before they can stake claims. Obtaining a licence is relatively
simple and requires soon-to-be prospectors to be over the age of majority and pay a fee. The fees vary between provinces and may expire every couple of years or last a lifetime. The Yukon and Alberta are the only regions that do
not require a prospecting licence, however you must be over the age of majority and a Canadian Citizen. In Newfoundland and Saskatchewan prospectors over the age of majority must register with the provinces Mineral Claims recorders office before they can begin staking online. Generally a prospecting licence grants the prospector the right to travel
upon lands that are open for staking providing they have permission from the respective land owner and stake a claim.
Ontario, Manitoba, Quebec, Yukon, Nunavut and the Northwest Territories use traditional staking methods whereas British Columbia, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Saskatchewan use digital staking.
Physical Claim Staking
The traditional staking process is fairly consistent across the provinces and territories, but each jurisdiction has slight
variances. In general, claims can range in size from 16 hectares (400 by 400 meters or about 40 acres) to 256 hectares
in size. Larger areas may be staked using several adjacent claims. Claims may not overlap and prospectors may check
claim maps at the mine recorder’s office or online to ensure their planned claim area does not encroached on the claim
of another. Prospectors must also purchase sets of numbered claim tags
which must be affixed to posts along the claim boundary. In most provinces,
claim boundaries must be square or rectangular in shape and the length to
width ratio must not be larger than 4 to 1. The corners of the claim boundary
must be “staked” with posts that are tagged and labelled with the name of the
licensed prospector, claim ID, time and date of staking. There must be four
posts numbered 1 to 4 placed in each corner as the prospector “blazes” a
trail. Blazing is the marking out of trails between staked claim posts. Prospectors can shave along both sides of a tree in leading in the direction the claim
post is facing, or use small pickets and pile loose rocks that clearly identify
the claim boundaries. In many areas prospectors use neon flagging tape to
mark boundaries or blaze trails. (continued on page 6)
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Giant dinosaurs 'crossed continents'©
Provided by BBC News Meet
Savannasaurus: A new type of
dinosaur.
Some of the giants of the dinosaur family may have originated in South America and
crossed over Antarctica to Australia about 100 million years
ago. The dinosaurs were able to
make the journey when a spell
of warming allowed passage
over frozen land bridges between the continents.
Two fossil discoveries in Australia shed new light on this
theory. Both specimens are
sauropods - a group of large, herbivorous dinosaurs with long necks and small heads.
Further classified as titanosaurs, they are among the largest dinosaurs ever to walk the Earth. Lead researcher
Dr. Stephen Poropot, of the Australian Age of Dinosaurs Museum, said the specimens add to our knowledge of the
area 95 to 98 million years ago. "We get a much better idea of the overall fauna," he said. "And as a result we can
start piecing together how climate affected these dinosaurs, how the positions of the continent affected those dinosaurs and how they evolved through time as well.

© (left) Provided by BBC News Dr. Poropat among the
dinosaur's huge vertebrae. (Judy Elliott /Australian Age
of Dinosaurs Museum)

Sauropod family tree
One of the dinosaurs was found near the town of Winton
in Central West Queensland. It has been named Savannasaurus elliottorum after members of the Elliott family, who
found the fossil in a pile of bones while rounding up sheep
at their property. The skeleton has been pieced together
from 17 pallets of bones encased in rock - a process that took 10 years. The researchers also uncovered head bones
from another sauropod species Diamantinasaurus matildae. "This new Diamantinasaurus specimen has helped to
fill several gaps in our knowledge of this dinosaur's skeletal anatomy," said Dr. Poropat. "The braincase in particular has allowed us to refine Diamantinasaurus' position on the sauropod family tree."

Polar crossing
The two specimens have helped to show that titanosaurs were living worldwide by 100 million years ago. This became possible because of the arrangement of the continents and changes in the global climate. Prof Paul
Upchurch, of University College, London, said Australia and South America were connected to Antarctica
throughout much of the Cretaceous.
When Savannasaurus was alive, 95 million years ago, global average temperatures were warmer than they are
now, but it was quite cool at the poles. "We suspect that the ancestor of Savannasaurus was from South America,
but that it could not and did not enter Australia until approximately 105 million years ago," he said. "At this time
global average temperatures increased allowing sauropods to traverse landmasses at polar latitudes."
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(cont’d) Prospectors may use a standing tree or stump as claim posts
provided they can be cut to the required size. Existing or previously
cut posts cannot be reused. If the post cannot be erected the prospector may use a heap of stones (also known as a cairn) or earth. Once
the post has been staked and inscribed, the tag cannot be altered nor
can the post be removed unless authorized by the provincial government. In the event that a corner claim post cannot be staked due to
topography or a lake, prospectors can erect a witness post. A witness
post must be placed as close to where the corner claim post should
be erected and labeled as a witness post, the prospectors name, the
claim name and include the distance and direction to the corner
post. For claim boundaries that are longer than 400 m, prospectors
must place a “boundary post” every 400 m indicating the distance to
the nearest claim post along with the claim ID. (e.g. 400m south of
Post 1, Claim ID: 1234567).
All staking must be completed during the same day or within a continuous weekend and the final post must indicate
what time and date the staking was completed. Staker’s must be careful to watch for existing claim lines that may not
yet have been registered. In popular areas with expiring claims or new discoveries, staker’s may literally race to cut
posts and claim territory.
If traditional staking seems like an archaic process from a bygone age, that’s because it is. It’s incredibly hard work
that requires a strong back and a sharp axe, but in small sparsely populated communities with few opportunities
claim staking jobs employ local people. It is for this reason that the traditional staking process has not entirely gone
away.
Most mining companies use professional staker’s to claim property on their behalf or may acquire staked properties
from local prospectors or other firms.
Registering and Maintaining Claims
Depending on the province the prospector must return to the local mining office to register their claim by filing an
application including the coordinates and a diagram of the claim before the deadline. Deadlines vary from province
to province. For example in the Yukon, the prospector must file their claim with the nearest Yukon Mining Recorder
to that claim. Claims within 10 miles of the district office must be filed within 15 days of staking. For each additional
mile, one day is added to the deadline. In Nunavut, the claim must be registered with the mining recorder’s office
within 60 days of staking. Other jurisdictions give a flat 30 days for registration. Prospectors must sketch out a map
of their claim to be included with the claim registration and may be required to include GPS coordinates for all corner posts. Photos of the posts showing the GPS location may also be required.
After prospector’s stake their claim and have it registered with the local mine recording office, they must maintain
that claim through exploration work and development. Each year prospectors or mining companies must perform
work on the property in order to keep the claim in good standing and submit detailed reports of their work to the
government. Depending on the jurisdiction, company work reports may become public immediately or after a year
or two. The work requirement helps deter private landowners or speculators from tying up mining lands indefinitely.
The reporting requirement helps future workers advance a property that has been previously worked by providing
public access to previous reports and results. Each province has a different set of rules that outline the type and value
of work that may be completed on a claim.
Shop tip: When applying glue to a small stone, put the glue in a small container and use tweezers to dip
the stone into the glue. This is easier than putting the glue on the stone.
(From Rock Talk, January 1994 via Rocket City Rocks and Gems, February 1994)

WHY WHY WHY?
If corn oil is made from corn, and vegetable oil is made from vegetables, what is baby oil made from?
If electricity comes from electrons, does morality come from morons?
Do the Alphabet song and Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star have the same tune?
Why did you just try singing the two songs above?
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MINERAL OF THE MONTH: CALCITE
Calcite (CaCO₃) is colourless or white when pure but may be of almost any colour—reddish, pink, yellow, greenish, bluish, lavender, black, or brown—owing to the presence of diverse impurities. It may be transparent, translucent, or
opaque. Its lustre ranges from vitreous to dull; many crystals, especially the colourless ones, are vitreous, whereas granular masses, especially those that are fine-grained, tend to be dull. Calcite is number 3 on the Mohs hardness scale; thus, it
can be scratched readily by a knife blade or geologic pick. It has a specific gravity of 2.71. Three perfect cleavages give
calcite its six-sided polyhedrons with diamond-shaped faces; the angles defining the faces are 78° and 102°. The three important crystal habits (distinctive shapes of the mineral) of calcite are: (1) prismatic (both short and long), (2) rhombohedral, and (3) scalenohedral. Twinning is very common and may be of secondary origin in crystalline limestones. Some
calcites fluoresce under ultraviolet light; some are also triboluminescent (luminescent when scratched). When light passes
through some minerals, it is split into two rays that travel at different speeds and in different directions. This phenomenon is known as birefringence. The difference between the velocities is especially notable in calcite, and consequently
crystals of a colourless variety—sometimes called Iceland spar—exhibit double refraction that can be observed with the
naked eye.
ORIGIN AND OCCURRENCE
A large percentage of the calcite in rocks was deposited in sedimentary environments; consequently, calcite is a constituent of several diverse sediments, sedimentary rocks, and their metamorphosed products. A minor amount of the Earth’s
calcite is of magmatic (i.e., igneous) origin; it is the chief constituent of the rare rock called carbonatite. Calcite also occurs widely in veins: some of the veins are wholly or largely calcite; others contain valuable ore minerals and are usually
described as ore veins, even though calcite is the predominant constituent.

Bruce Power

Kathy and your editor recently toured the Bruce Nuclear Info Centre near Port Elgin while on holiday on Lake Huron. Here are a few interesting facts about radiation and you ask what’s that have to do with rocks and
minerals –URANIUM. We might consider a club field trip to the Bruce in the future as I found it very interesting and
informative.
Types of radiation alpha, beta and gamma
Alpha: These particles are produced from radioactive decay of heavy elements such as uranium. They are composed of 2
neutrons and 2 protons identical to the nucleus of a helium atom. Alpha particles can only travel a short distance in any
material, due to their relative size and electrical charge from 2 protons. This means a sheet of paper can stop alpha particles.
Beta: These particles are electrons but come from the transformation of a neutron in the nucleus of an atom to a proton.
They can travel up to 5 metres in air and 1 centimetre in tissue.
Gamma: These rays are electromagnetic radiation similar to x rays. Unlike alpha and beta, which are produced by machines, gamma rays are emitted from the nucleus of a radioactive atom that is in an excited state. Gamma rays travel at
the speed of light and can penetrate long distances in air and tissue. Several cm. of lead or metres of water are needed to
stop typical gamma rays such as those from Cobalt-60, which is used to sterilize medical devices and is harvested from
the Bruce reactor.
Clean Nuclear Power—Safe Hospitals another way the Bruce impacts millions of people aside from the light switch.
Bruce Power has a long term agreement to supply Cobalt-60 to Ottawa based Nordion so it can use the radioactive isotopes to sterilize 40% of the world’s single use medical devices and equipment. These supplies include sutures, syringes,
gloves, surgical gowns and masks. Cobalt-60 is also used to sterilize pharmaceutical wares and cosmetics, and irradiate
spices and other consumer products that include fruit, seafood, poultry and red meat.
How It Works: Cobalt is mined like any other mineral. It’s removed from the ground and processed into pure Cobalt-59
powder, which is then compressed into slugs and coated with nickel. These slugs are then encapsulated and assembled
into adjuster rods, which are used to control the reaction on Bruce Powers reactors, where the cobalt is activated by absorbing neutrons to become Cobalt-60. (Reference: A Guide to Bruce Power April 2016)
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(2016) EXECUTIVE:
PRESIDENT: OPEN
VICE PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS

519-752-9756

campbell.moons@silomail.com

TREASURER: FAYE MEADOWS

519-725-4678

fayemeadows@rogers.com

SECRETARY: JOAN CAMPBELL

519-752-9756

campbell.moons@silomail.com

SHOW CHAIR 2017: BOB PARRY

519-448-1236

robert@roberthalloriginals.com

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: ROGER CAMPBELL

519-442-6542

roger.camp@sympatico.ca

SOCIAL: ANDREA & DAVID LEARMONTH

andrea.lynn.learmonth@gmail.com

PROGRAM: BETTY PARRY

519-448-1236

betty@roberthalloriginals.com

FIELD TRIPS: ANDREA LARROMANA

519-761-2135

andrea.larromana@yahoo.ca

CCFMS REP.: KATHY LAHAY

519-725-4678

kllahay@rogers.com

LIBRARIAN: DARREN GAGE

519-758-8426

darren_gage@hotmail.com

WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : ROBERT WHITING 905-627-1082

whiting1082@gmail.com

N.B. Our workshop is open on Wednesday afternoons from 1:00 to 4:00 pm and Sun. 12-2pm.
The 2015 Lapidary Workshop Chairperson is Robert Whiting 905-627-1082 or
email:whiting1082@gmail.com

A FEW NOTES FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT
Now that I am retired everything seems to go much faster. The scariest thing that goes fast is time. I
finally can tackle some retirement projects. However I finish one project but two new ones seem to pop
up. It also seems that the time between the different shows is shorter and shorter. A month ago we went
to the Ancaster show and a lot of members helped us out. Thank you!! Hopefully we will get some new
members that heard about us at that show. Last weekend I was at the University of Waterloo show. It is
not a big show but you get to look at the University’s beautiful displays of minerals. They are REALLY
beautiful and you can see it all for free. There are more minerals displayed with a name connected to
the Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society than any other club. We can be proud that.
In a few weeks we will have the London show. That show is comparable to our show in Paris, but there
are quite a few different vendors who sell very interesting things, even a few things I have never seen at
the Paris show. London is an hour drive from Brantford. That is, when there is no snowstorm.
John Moons, Vice-President

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3
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Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca

